
PROCTER Rubber Bollard  

The PROCTER Rubber Bollard
Manufactured from recycled granulated rubber the PROCTER Universal Rubber Bollard is extremely robust. The bollard’s 
flexible design allows it to bend up to 45 degrees upon impact, without deforming, returning to its original position over time.

The Universal Bollard has no sharp edges and will not splinter upon impact, making it safe for pedestrians, cyclists and 
drivers alike. Its rubber body and flexible nature mean that expensive replacement costs are avoided should it become 
damaged.

Supplied ragged only, the Universal Rubber Bollard comes with a ground fixing socket for secure installations. A black finish 
is standard (a granite finish is also available), and reflective tape is available for added visibility. 

Product Range

Product details
1000mm above ground
140mm diameter tube
780mm socket height
1780mm overall height

Installation & use
Ragged bollards require a hole of at least 780mm deep for casting into concrete and are supplied with a ground fixing socket to ensure firm ground anchorage.

PROCTER recommends that bollards are placed no further than 1,200mm apart to ensure that no vehicle may pass between them.
This product is guaranteed for 12 months (if installed and used correctly).

Order Code Description Weight

138 122 000 Universal (Black finish) 25.0 kg

138 122 005 Universal (Granite finish) 25.0 kg

Accessories & installation parts

138 100 968 45mm x 500mm Reflective Tape (please specify colour at time of order).
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Rubber Bollard  

The PROCTER Rubber Bollard
Manufactured from recycled granulated rubber the PROCTER Rubber Bollard is highly durable and ideal for 
identifying pedestrian and vehicle areas in busy environments.

The bollard is splinter-proof with no sharp edges, making it safe for pedestrians, cyclists and drivers alike. Its rubber body 
will flex on impact, before returning to its original position over time. The flexible nature of the bollard means that 
expensive replacement costs can be avoided should it become deformed.

Supplied flanged only, and in a black finish as standard (a granite finish is also available), reflective tape is available to 
increase visibility.

Product Range

Product details
740mm above ground
140mm diameter

Installation & use
Requires bolting to a suitable concrete surface of at least 300mm3 by means of six M10 bolts.

Supplied with a steel flange plate for bolting to the ground.
PROCTER recommends that bollards are placed no further than 1,200mm apart to ensure that no vehicle may pass between them.

This product is guaranteed for 12 months (if installed and used correctly).

Weight

17.5 kg

Order Code Description

138 122 025 Black finish 

138 122 030 Granite finish 17.5 kg

Accessories & installation parts

138 100 968 45mm x 500mm Reflective Tape (please specify colour at time of order).
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